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BICEP3 and the Keck Array are refracting telescopes at the South Pole 
observing the polarized Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) in search for 
the signature of primordial gravitational waves.  Relevant design features are 
shown in Table 1 below.  More details on the optics can be found in Ref 1.
From 2016 to 2018, BICEP3 observed at 95 GHz and Keck Array observed at 
220, 230, and 270 GHz.  This work focuses on estimating the temperature-to-
polarization (TàP) leakage from main beam mismatch within detector pairs in 
this data set. 

BICEP3 Keck Array
Aperture Size (mm) 520 264

Detector Count 2,560 512 x 5 receivers 
(288 at 95 GHz)

Window Zotefoam HDPE*
50 K filters HDPE* foam PTFE* + nylon

Lenses (4 K) Alumina ceramic HDPE*

4 K filters Nylon + metal mesh Nylon + metal mesh

Table 1: BICEP3 and Keck Array receiver design parameters.

Far-Field Beam Maps
We measure the far-field beam response of our detectors every Austral 
summer using a chopped thermal source located on a building ~200 m away 
from the receiver.  Mismatch between the two orthogonally polarized, co-
located detectors in a pair leads to TàP leakage.  The leading-order 
difference modes are filtered out using a deprojection method [Ref 2].  The 
remaining difference power (residual beam) may lead to leakage in our data 
that is not filtered or removed, and could potentially bias our final 
measurement of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r.

Figure 1: Array-averaged beams for BICEP3 (left), Keck 220 GHz 
(middle), and Keck 230 GHz (right).  1st row: average V polarization 
beam.  2nd row: average H polarization beam. 3rd row: average 
difference (V - H) beam.  4th row: average residual beam. 

Beam Map Simulations
We fully quantify the TàP leakage in our real data using specialized “beam 
map simulations.”  We convolve per-detector beam maps with the Planck 
temperature sky (input Q/U = 0), then sample the convolved maps using real 
detector pointing timestreams.  Any resulting Q/U signal from these 
simulations must be due to TàP leakage as predicted by the beam maps.
Details of the beam simulation procedure can be found in Ref 3.

Figure 4: Leakage Q maps predicted by beam simulations for BICEP3 (top), 
Keck 220 GHz (middle), and Keck 230 GHz (bottom) coadded over the 2016, 
2017, and 2018 observing seasons.  The left column shows the leakage 
signal and the right column shows an estimate of the noise in the leakage 
estimate due to noise in the beam map measurements.

Simple TàP Metrics
Measured beam maps can be used to roughly predict TàP leakage without 
using full timestream simulations. The method is to convolve an input 
difference beam (at a chosen level of deprojection) with a CMB T map and 
coadd over at least two beam rotation angles, to allow separation into Q and 
U maps.  The Q/U maps can then be transformed into E/B maps and 
converted into EE and BB power spectra.  The ρ (rho) metric is defined as 
the number that scales the r = 1 primordial BB spectrum to the leakage BB 
spectra over the desired multipole range (we use l ~ 50 – 200).
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Figure 2: Preliminary per-pair leakage BB spectra for BICEP3 residual 
beams as predicted from the simple TàP metric procedure outlined above.  
Left: spectra formed after coadding over the minimum of two rotation angles.  
Right: spectra formed after coadding over four rotation angles (achieving 
cancellation of 180o-symmetric patterns).  The wide spread of spectra shown 
indicates the variability in leakage one may expect pair-to-pair.  Noise from 
the beam map measurement adds a small bias to these spectra that is not 
yet removed.

Figure 3: Preliminary leakage (ρ) metrics for BICEP3 residual beams as 
predicted from the procedure outlined above.  These were evaluated after 
coadding over four rotation angles (the corresponding spectra are shown in 
Fig. 2 right).  Pair-to-pair variations appear to dominate any apparent trends 
within a tile or across the FPU.  Noise from the beam map measurement may 
add a small bias to these values.

*HDPE = high-density polyethylene.  PTFE = polytetrafluoroethylene. 

Conclusions
We present progress toward quantifying TàP leakage present in the latest 
BICEP/Keck CMB data due to far-field beam mismatch.


•  Differential beam power is lower in BICEP3 than in Keck.  The residual 
(post-deprojection) power is similar or slightly improved compared to 
Keck.

•  Preliminary spectra based on the Figure 4 leakage maps indicate that the 
BICEP3 TàP leakage is expected to be smaller than previous Keck 
results.

•  Simple beam map-derived TàP metrics can give estimates of leakage 
without using full timestream simulations.  These metrics may be useful in 
the design and validation of upcoming small aperture telescopes, and 
can be used to probe different leakage-producing systematics in the 
beam maps.

The resulting BB spectra and ρ estimates provide simple, relative estimates 
of leakage expected on a per-pair basis.  This metric may be used with pre-
deployment beam measurements and models, which may be useful for 
feedback and design of CMB-S4 small aperture telescope development, for 
example.  The results below were evaluated on BICEP3 beam maps after 
deprojecting differential pointing, beamwidth, and ellipticity.  Other beam 
systematics can be explored by varying the modes to deproject from the 
input difference beam maps.


